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ABSTRACT
Secured cryptographic algorithms are developed for the enterprise or for the purpose of individuals since they don’t have complete trust on others for
sharing the confidential information. Most of the individuals or organizations need to gather, examine and propagate the information hastily and
accurately Many types of entities need to collect, analyze, and disseminate data rapidly and precisely, without revealing the confidential information
to illegal parties. Hence the emergence of cloud computing helps the users to store and upload the huge amount data in remote public cloud servers.
The cloud computing serves as the medium for administering their data but this is not entirely trusted by the individual users. On the other hand, if the
confidential information outsourced to the public cloud the privacy preserving data security turns out to be the immediate problem in public clouds.
The proposed work presents the hybrid encryption algorithms for sharing the private information efficiently in the public clouds. The method
comprise of hybrid encryption which is the combination of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and RSA algorithm for preserving the privacy of
sensitive information onto the cloud. The projected method affords bendable effectiveness of data during the disputes occurred in data sharing. The
approach is reasonable and effective. The work is developed for sharing Patient Health Records (PHR) of the patients in public clouds. The privated
health information is made to be more secured by cryptographic encryption algorithms.
Keywords: PHR, AES, RSA, Public clouds, Data sharing.

1. INTRODUCTION
A Patient health record (PHR) is an authorized health records or the documents that is shared between various
amenities and organizations. The functioning of PHRs is more expanding and dominant because most the patient
records are made digital and the maximum number of customers articulate a yearning to view the health records
with the help of mobile access [17]. The PHR is the form of an electronic application that includes the patient’s
health chart. The patients can maintain and store their medical information in a secured environment. They are
mostly patient oriented information available only to certified users.

PHR generally includes:


History about the patient’s disease, treatment and the plan, immunization schedule, allergies and the
laboratory test reports.



Detailed information regarding health care visits with the professionals



Hospitalization records



Surgery information

The main attribute of PHR is that the health records can be generated and administered by certified users in the
electronic way and the information can be shared between multiple care enterprises. Since the patients health
records are increasing the digital formats can be stored in the public clouds and it can be shared among the multiple
organizations and it is shown in figure 1.
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Figure No: 1 Cloud Computing Scenario for PHR
The enormous development in the field of cloud computing made the users to transfer the information to the public
cloud servers. The cloud computing mitigates the data management consumption, information processing and the
cost coverage of the system and personnel maintenance [4]. Even though the cloud computing is filled with more
advantages it is affected with more barriers which makes the organization more hesitant to transfer the information
to the cloud server. The owner and the controller of the public cloud are public cloud servers (PCS) but this turn to
be untrusted because the information may be stolen by it or it may obtain the stored user information. Hence there is
a necessity of security mechanism for enhancing privacy preserving in public clouds.

The data sharing is very important in cloud computing applications particularly for the organization. The
information has to assure the at most security in various applications: a) privacy preserving data b) illegal access
should not be able to obtain the outsourced information and the remote data can be shared among the others. Data
sharing method has to be designed for the attainment of data confidentiality and information privacy. Here, the
PHR involves more protection because of the privacy of the patients. The patient’s electronic health records are
stored and it can be accessed only by certified entities. The illegal access does not obtain the medical or health data
by ensuring the data confidentiality [16]. Hence the data integrity and data confidentiality can be afforded by the
hybrid encryption mechanism called AES encryption and RSA encryption.

The research work deals with offering a solution in ensuring the secure data storage in the cloud. Before
transferring the information to the cloud, the information must be encrypted. The symmetric enciphering method
called AES and the asymmetric enciphering method called RSA is utilized for obtaining the benefits like security,
heftiness and speed. The information is enciphered by the AES algorithm and it is stored in the public cloud. Then
the AES key is enciphered by the RSA algorithm and it is intern stored in the server. The data integrity and
confidentiality assured by affording data access by having authentication. This type of hybrid encryption is
performed for securely storing the data and improves the conflicts to various attacks.
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2. RELATED WORK
While uploading huge amount of information in public clouds the new model for information management has to
be developed. The information sharing is the obligatory service method from the cloud computing. For performing
data sharing in cloud, Chu et al. [1] projected new method of public-key cryptosystems. The newly model can
create cipher texts which are of constant-size by understanding the allocation of providing rights for decryption of
cipher texts. Tong et al. [2] investigated the problem of privacy of mobile healthcare systems by the usage of
private cloud. Pervez et al. [3] projected the self healing attribute-based privacy method that is conscious about the
information sharing in cloud. To comprehend the management of dynamic membership with random states, Fan et
al. [4] developed an attribute-based encryption method. Boneh et al. [5] developed and built a public key encryption
scheme with the combination of searching the keyword. Cao et al. [6] projected a general method for searching the
multi-keyword rank over encrypted data of the cloud, and then they offer two methods of drastically enhanced
multi-keyword ranked investigate methods that can gratify various methods of rigorous privacy requirements. The
interceded certificate less encryption method was developed by Seo et al. without pairing operations. They
interceded certificate less encryption scheme is utilized to develop an effectual confidential information sharing
method in public clouds [7]. Various works are found for the data authentication and information matching.

Hence the huge improvement of health records, the data is uploaded into the public clouds by more number of
hospitals and hand over the public cloud afforders to handle their information. Storing of Medical/health records
have data security has fascinated many of the researchers. Li et al. [8] developed a new patient-centric structure and
a mechanism for information access control to personal health records that is stored in the semi-trusted servers.
Benaloh et al. [9] constructed an effectual method that permits the patients for sharing the limited access control
rights among others, and to execute the record searching. Sun et al. projected a secured method of cryptographic
mechanisms for electronic health record system for enabling the secured sharing of confidential information of the
patient’s data through collaboration and conserve the information privacy of the patient. Again the method is
integrated with various mechanisms for controlling the fine-grained access and revoking the on-demand service,
since it is an improvement to the general access control feature provided by the delegation and revocation method
respectively [10]. The rest of the sections are organized as follows: section 3 describes the characteristics of cloud
computing, section 4 describes enhancing security in cloud computing, section 5 describes incorporating hybrid
encryption into public clouds, section 6 describes the results and discussion, section 7 describes the results and
section 8 gives the references.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOUD COMPUTING
The important feature emerged in the development of software in the recent days. This method utilized the feature
of calculating the storage capacity of the servers and the computers. The software and hardware can be utilized by
the individual users of the cloud that are administered by other users at remote locations [13]. The Security
prevailing in cloud computing includes the features like network security, apparatus and control mechanisms
organized to safe guard the data, various infrastructure and applications connected with cloud computing. The most
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significant part of the cloud computing is the conception of interconnection with various materials that makes the
situation hard and providing security to environments. Security problems in a cloud platform may cause economic
loss and brings poor reputation when there is more number of public users and these are the reasons for the massive
approval. The security feature permits the data confidentiality, availability, integrity and authenticity [11]. The
betterment of the technologies and their regularity makes accessible a variety of algorithms and rules for
acknowledgement to the problems.

Figure No: 2 AES Encryption

4. ENHANCING SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING
4.1 AES Algorithm
AES is a variation of Rijndael with the fixed block size of 128 bits and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits. The size
of the key specified in the AES cipher is denotes the number of reverberation of the transformation rounds [14]. The
key size used for an AES cipher specifies the number of repetition of transformations rounds and it is described in
figure 2. The replications are given below:


10 rounds of transformation with the key size of 128-bit keys.



12 rounds of transformation with the key size of 192-bit keys.



14 rounds of transformation with the key size of 256-bit keys.

The benefits of the AES algorithm are not prone to any type of attack but it is susceptible to brute force attack.
Conversely, the type of Brute Force attack is not a simple job even for a super computer because the size of the
encryption key employed by AES algorithm which is in the order 128, 192 or 256 bits. This is the integration of
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more number of permutations and combinations. The characteristics like High speed and low RAM prerequisites of
the AES selection process. Thus AES executes well on a extensive variety of hardware i.e. from 8-bit smart cards to
high-performance computers. The traditional algorithms are slower when compared to AES and hence AES is
adopted. In the recent days, AES S-box is proposed to be more effectual.

4.2 RSA Algorithm
The most widespread Public Key encryption algorithm is RSA that is named after the inventors Rivest, Shamir, and
Adelman of MIT. RSA is essentially an asymmetric encryption/decryption algorithm. Here the public key is
dispersed to all the users during which one can encipher the information and for performing the decryption process
the private key is used by making it secret and not sharable with other users [15]. The method is completely based
on the exponentiation in a limited field over integers modulo a prime numbers and the method is described in figure
3. The process of the RSA algorithm is described in figure 4.

Figure No: 3 RSA Algorithm

Figure No: 4 Process of the RSA
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5. INCORPORATING HYBRID ENCRYPTION INTO PUBLIC CLOUD
The cloud storage must be provided with the accurate, secure and competent algorithm for securing the information
that is stored in cloud. This type of hybrid algorithm recommends the file encryption to be uploaded on the cloud.
The data integrity and confidentiality uploaded by the user is certified twice as by not only enciphering it but also
affording the data access on flourishing authentication. The file can be enciphered using AES algorithm. To
improve the security; AES key will be enciphered using RSA algorithm and will be stored in intern server. The
certified user can also download any of the uploaded enciphered files and read it on the system and the process id
described in figure 5.

Figure No: 5 Proposed Model

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result shows that while uploading PHR files, the security is more improved by the hybrid encryption algorithm.
The accuracy of the algorithm is also calculated by taking the encryption and decryption time of the loaded file. The
information is encrypted and sent to the cloud from the original machine to the receiving side and the decryption
key mechanism is not present in the cloud. AES algorithm is termed as fast and more secured. The attackers are not
able to break the content. This hybrid mechanism reaches the highest level of security. The comparison of the
encryption and decryption time is shown in figure 6 and table 1.
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S.No

File Size

Encryption Time (seconds)

Decryption Time (seconds)

1

128

0.4

0.5

2

256

0.3

0.7

3

512

0.8

1.7

4

1024

1.8

3.4

5

2048

3.3

6.8

Table No: 1 Execution Time for Encryption and Decryption
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Figure No: 6 Execution Time for Encryption and Decryption

7. CONCLUSION
The cloud storage may have more advantages it is facing the security challenges. In this paper, we proposed a data
sharing scheme which can achieve the anonymity and data confidentiality in public clouds. When the security
criteria are eliminated the opportunity is going to be Cloud storage solutions for many business organizations. In
this paper, a solution is suggested that permits the data storage in an open cloud. The information security is offered
by executing this proposed algorithm. Only the legal users can have the data accessibility. When the intruder
(unauthorized user) attempts to get the information inadvertently or deliberately, the user can not decipher it and
requires two types of keys impending from two diverse locations.
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